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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time.  
 

[Posted: December 21, 2020—9:30 AM EST] Global equity markets are generally lower this 

morning.  The EuroStoxx 50 is down 3.1% from its last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 

is down 0.3%.  Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai Composite up 0.9% from the 

prior close and the Shenzhen Composite up 1.9%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a 

lower open.   

 

Good morning.  It’s a risk-off day—equity markets are sharply lower on the news of a new strain 

of COVID-19.  We are seeing the usual price action in a risk-off situation.  Treasury yields are 

lower, equity values are down, and the dollar is stronger.  We begin today’s coverage with the 

pandemic.  There was some good news; the long-awaited stimulus package has been finalized.  

Both Houses will vote on it over the next 48 hours and submit it to the White House for passage.  

China news is next, including the intimidation of Taiwan.  We update the Russia hack and 

Brexit, and we close with economic news.  A note to readers—the Daily Comment will go on 

holiday hiatus starting December 23 and return on January 4.  Here are the details: 

 

 

COVID-19:  The number of reported cases is 76,912,340 with 1,695,144 fatalities.  In the U.S., 

there are 17,847,629 confirmed cases with 317,729 deaths.  For illustration purposes, the FT has 

created an interactive chart that allows one to compare cases across nations using similar scaling 

metrics.  The FT has also issued an economic tracker that looks across countries with high-

frequency data on various factors.     

 

Virology 

• An apparent mutation of COVID-19, called B.1.1.7, has emerged in the U.K., setting off 

travel bans against Britain.  The Eurotunnel and Eurostar have closed operations, and the 

Port of Dover has closed.  Travel traffic is snarled in both Europe and the U.K.  Although 

there is hope that the ban will only last 48 hours, we would not be surprised to see it 

extended.   

o Early research suggests the new variant is more transmissible, but there is no 

evidence to suggest that it is more lethal.  Also, there is no evidence that it renders 

the current vaccines less effective.  However, we want to stress that the research is 

still early, and we don’t know definitively how big a problem this mutation could 

be.   

o A similar variant was found in South Africa. 

o Italy has reported the new U.K. strain in a patient.   

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady, Thomas Wash, and 

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.ft.com/content/58ce50e1-fb49-4743-8f82-0a7a5ff1e896
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-12-21-2020-11608546648?st=czp2u4zhkqrmxwo&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/119ebd3a-a815-316b-8a97-5f04f2b77960
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-chart/?areas=usa&areas=swe&areasRegional=usny&areasRegional=usca&areasRegional=usfl&areasRegional=ustx&cumulative=0&logScale=1&perMillion=1&values=deaths
https://www.ft.com/content/272354f2-f970-4ae4-a8ae-848c4baf8f4a?emailId=5f2239a816a1ab0004486f8e&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/a0bef737-c763-447a-b1f3-0649dc5989a0?emailId=5fe033feb4c40b00042502c5&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.politico.eu/article/netherlands-flight-travel-ban-uk-coronavirus-england-airports/
https://www.politico.eu/article/netherlands-flight-travel-ban-uk-coronavirus-england-airports/
https://www.ft.com/content/93cb40c5-1505-4f4a-b0bb-672b24db52ab
https://www.ft.com/content/119ebd3a-a815-316b-8a97-5f04f2b77960?emailId=5fe033feb4c40b00042502c5&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22#post-58615
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-italy/italy-has-patient-with-new-strain-of-virus-found-in-britain-idUSKBN28U0RY
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• Is this new variant a serious problem?  Potentially yes, but probably not.  Viruses mutate 

constantly, and, in fact, it is not uncommon that they mutate into a less virulent form.  

Scientists have anticipated that there would be mutations, so this development doesn’t 

come as a huge surprise.  Although the worry is that this mutation will render the new 

vaccines less effective, that probably won’t be the case.  Even the flu vaccine offers some 

residual benefit for a couple of years.  And, the mRNA technology can be adjusted rather 

quickly.  If a major mutation does emerge, a new vaccine will probably be developed 

much sooner than in the past.  Although this news is disconcerting, it really isn’t a 

surprise.  The broad market reaction may have more to do with extended conditions and 

thin trading than any fundamental factors.   

 

The stimulus package:  At long last, Congress has produced a stimulus bill, which is part of a 

much larger spending package.  Lawmakers combined a $900 billion stimulus bill with $1.4 

trillion of omnibus spending and a host of other smaller bills to wrap up the year’s legislative 

activity.  Here is what is in the new stimulus bill: 

• Unemployment insurance was supported but was at a lesser scale.  Supplemental 

pandemic benefits were reduced to $300 per week, down from the July package (that has 

expired) of $600 per week.  So, it’s an increase from what was currently in place but less 

generous than what was available in the initial package.   

• A $600 direct payment to individuals making $75 thousand per year or less.   

• Small business aid of $355 billion 

• Medical system support of $69 billion 

• School aid of $82 billion 

• Rental assistance of $25 billion 

• Food aid of $26 billion 

• Childcare support of $10 billion 

• Forgiveness of a $10 billion postal loan 

• Addons of tax extenders and water projects  

• The Fed issue—the last sticking point was the part of the bill that would have closed the 

Fed’s emergency lending programs.  It appears this was watered down, but it may be 

mostly strategic ambiguity.  The GOP leadership thinks the new language shuts down the 

program and re-appropriates the funding to the new stimulus bill, full stop.  Democrats 

believe the language is loose enough to allow the Fed to continue the programs without 

new Congressional approval.  We won’t know for sure who is correct until the next 

financial snag; let’s hope something can be worked out so we can avoid 2008 again. 

So, what impact will this have?  It certainly will help, but we would not expect a lot of 

stimulative impacts.  Some of the broad market reaction today may be tied to the usual pattern of 

“buy rumor, sell fact.”  In other words, financial markets mostly discounted this outcome, and 

thus, a passage leads to profit-taking. 

 

China:  Jack Ma kowtowed, and there was intimidation of Taiwan. 

https://nyti.ms/3peJRqB
https://www.ft.com/content/844ed633-ed20-471b-8809-7f049e9e8ecb
https://apnews.com/article/health-care-reform-health-legislation-coronavirus-pandemic-762f84e4da11d350d8b5be5680ab01c4?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.wsj.com/articles/brewers-restaurants-federal-workers-set-for-tax-wins-in-congressional-deal-11608518859?st=v1qlhtujpclqvbc&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-12-20/stimulus-compromise-doesn-t-resolve-fed-emergency-powers-debate?sref=p6AmiyaF
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-12-20/stimulus-compromise-doesn-t-resolve-fed-emergency-powers-debate?sref=p6AmiyaF
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-12-20/stimulus-compromise-doesn-t-resolve-fed-emergency-powers-debate?sref=p6AmiyaF
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-12-20/stimulus-compromise-doesn-t-resolve-fed-emergency-powers-debate?sref=p6AmiyaF
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• As we discussed in November, Ant Group had its IPO delayed after one of the company’s 

founders, Jack Ma, lambasted regulators for their attempts to apply financial system 

regulations on his tech company.  The government didn’t take that well, and the IPO, 

slated to the be largest ever, was shelved.  New reporting suggests that when regulators 

met with Ma in the wake of this meeting, he was unusually conciliatory.  No matter; the 

IPO was shelved anyway.  One potential outcome is that parts of Ant Group might be 

nationalized.  What this means for investors is that there is an embedded risk of state 

intervention in Chinese investment. 

• China sent one of its two aircraft carrier groups through the Taiwan Strait in a clear 

attempt to intimidate.  The carrier group trailed a U.S. warship that had traversed the 

strait the day before.  Taiwan scrambled its defenses, sending out its own ships.  China 

has been menacing Taiwan recently, perhaps to test the incoming administration or as a 

precursor to military action. 

o China’s behavior is being noted in the region.  Japan’s military budget for the 

upcoming year is at a new record.   

 

The hack:  One factor that has emerged in the Russian hack is that the Federal government does 

not deeply analyze the private-sector software it purchases.  Most likely, this policy is designed 

to maximize efficiency.  After all, if the private sector uses the package without incident, why 

shouldn’t the government.  The other extreme would be for the government to create its own 

software that would emphasize security at the cost of usability.  Although this extreme probably 

won’t be deployed widely, it is clear that this hack highlights the risk of using private-sector 

software without scrutiny.   Another element?  Hubris on the part of American cybersecurity 

officials may have led them to underestimate the power of Russia’s cyber capabilities.   

 

Brexit:  Talks continue, but the same issues bedevil negotiators.  The new mutation is 

complicating the situation as households start to hoard and lockdowns tighten.   The increasing 

likelihood of a no-deal Brexit is exacerbating supply problems.   

 

Economic update:  Here is a roundup of items we are watching on the economic front. 

• Japan PM Suga has indicated that the BOJ and the MOF should not allow the JPY to fall 

below JPY 100.  This move is a mistake on several levels.  

o By stating a number, traders know they can appreciate the currency to this level 

without retaliation. 

o A clear indication like this will almost certainly lead to a reaction from the U.S., 

maybe even a “currency manipulator” designation. 

o This could be treated as a hostile act by the incoming administration. 

• It is possible Suga is assuming that the U.S. will need Japan to contain China and will 

overlook this blatant action.  That may be a gamble worth taking, but it should also be 

noted that Japan would not want to contain China alone.  During the Cold War, the U.S. 

often overlooked currency undervaluation as a cost of maintaining the coalition against 

communism.  The U.S. may not be as open in the new world. 

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_11_16_2020.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/jack-ma-makes-ant-offer-to-placate-chinese-regulators-11608479629?st=trlkm9r8irzubpi&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-taiwan/china-says-carrier-sailed-through-taiwan-strait-on-way-to-s-china-sea-idUSKBN28V03C
https://www.reuters.com/article/taiwan-china/taiwan-sends-ships-aircraft-as-chinese-carrier-passes-island-idUSKBN28U0F6
https://www.reuters.com/article/japan-defence-budget/japan-sets-record-52-billion-military-budget-with-stealth-jets-long-range-missiles-idUSKBN28V03X
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/12/19/how-federal-hack-happened-448602
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-cyber-usa-insight/powerful-tradecraft-how-foreign-cyber-spies-compromised-america-idUSKBN28T0XV
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-cyber-usa-insight/powerful-tradecraft-how-foreign-cyber-spies-compromised-america-idUSKBN28T0XV
https://nyti.ms/3nBRAys
https://nyti.ms/3nBRAys
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/Inside-Japanese-politics/Suga-draws-line-in-the-sand-Defend-100-yen-dollar-barrier
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/Inside-Japanese-politics/Suga-draws-line-in-the-sand-Defend-100-yen-dollar-barrier
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• The Treasury is requiring new disclosure rules for cryptocurrency holdings.  If there is 

anything that could take the wind out of the sails of bitcoin, regulation is a primary threat.  

• The Fed’s decision to ease buyback rules has lifted financials after banks passed recent 

stress tests.   

• Chris Waller was sworn in as Fed governor. 

U.S. Economic Releases  

 

U.S. economic activity likely slowed in November, according to the Chicago Fed National 

Activity Index. The index came in at 0.27 compared to expectations of 0.83. 
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The chart above shows the Chicago National Activity Index along with its six-month moving 

average.  The number suggests the pace of the recovery is moderating. 

 

There are no Fed events or domestic releases scheduled for the rest of the day. 
 

 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/treasury-department-proposes-new-requirements-on-cryptocurrency-transactions-11608329785?st=zq76qi2mrq5knsz&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/banks-stocks-rally-to-buck-broader-market-selloff-after-fed-to-allow-share-buybacks-again-2020-12-21
https://bakersfieldnow.com/news/coronavirus/fed-finds-big-us-banks-in-solid-shape
https://bakersfieldnow.com/news/coronavirus/fed-finds-big-us-banks-in-solid-shape
https://www.wsj.com/articles/christopher-waller-sworn-in-as-newest-fed-governor-11608335171?st=ximb3p7cobnebhy&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
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following closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will 

add a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 

 
Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China 5-Year Loan Prime Rate w/w 21-Dec 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% ** Equity and bond neutral

1-Year Loan Prime Rate w/w 21-Dec 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% ** Equity and bond neutral

Japan Convenience Store Sales y/y Nov -2.2% -4.3% ** Equity and bond neutral

New Zealand Credit Card Spending y/y Nov -5.6% -6.3% ** Equity and bond neutral

Europe

UK Lloyds Business Barometer m/m Dec -4 -21 ** Equity and bond neutral

Switzerland Money Supply M3 y/y Nov 5.7% 5.6% ** Equity and bond neutral

Domestic Sight Deposits CHF w/w 18-Dec 632.2b 636.3b ** Equity and bond neutral

Total Sight Deposits CHF w/w 18-Dec 705.0b 704.9b ** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Mexico Aggregate Supply and Demand q/q 3q -11.4% -21.6% -9.8% ** Equity and bond neutral

Canada Retail Sales m/m Oct 0.4% 1.1% 0.0% ** Equity and bond neutral

Retail Sales Ex Auto m/m Oct 0.0% 1.0% 0.1% ** Equity and bond neutral

Brazil Current Account Balance m/m Nov $202m $1473m $1000m ** Equity and bond neutral

Foreign Direct Investment m/m Nov $1514m $1793m $1200m ** Equity bullish, bond bearish  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 

 
Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 24 24 0 Down

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 8 8 0 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 16 16 0 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 9 9 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 0.89 0.95 -0.06 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -54 -54 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 27 24 3 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Up Down

euro Down Up

yen Down Up

pound Down Down

franc Down Up   
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
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Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $49.71 $52.26 -4.88% Elevated Lockdown Risks

WTI $46.62 $49.10 -5.05%

Natural Gas $2.66 $2.70 -1.48%

Crack Spread $10.43 $11.18 -6.70%

12-mo strip crack $12.38 $12.94 -4.27%

Ethanol rack $1.43 $1.42 0.25%

Gold $1,873.24 $1,881.35 -0.43%

Silver $25.94 $25.81 0.51%

Copper contract $356.85 $363.25 -1.76%

Corn contract 433.00$       437.50$       -1.03%

Wheat contract 597.75$       608.25$       -1.73%

Soybeans contract 1,219.00$    1,224.00$   -0.41%

Baltic Dry Freight 1325 1301 24

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for cooler temperatures for most of the country, 

and warmer temps in the Midwest and the Rocky Mountain region.  Wet conditions are expected 

throughout most of the country, with dry conditions expected on the West Coast. 
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
 

Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis. We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday. Note that this report is also offered as a separate document on our website. 
 

December 18, 2020 
 

(N.B.  Due to the upcoming holiday season, this report will be the last Asset Allocation Weekly for 2020.  The 

next report will be published on January 8, 2021.) 
 

While 2020 was a year in which the word “unprecedented” has been used a lot, there are many 

areas where the term is appropriate.  One area of interest is in the growth of liquidity.  The chart 

below is one we have featured often, showing retail money market fund levels (RMMK) and the 

S&P 500. 
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The gray bars show recessions, while the orange bars show periods where RMMK fell below 

$920 billion.  Our position has been that when we are in the orange parts of the chart, there is a 

dearth of liquidity and equity markets tend to stall.  On the other hand, periods of rapid RMMK 

accumulation have tended to be periods of equity weakness. 

 

In 2018, as the trade war escalated, RMMK began to rise sharply.  It continued to rise throughout 

2019 into 2020.  The pandemic led to another leg higher in RMMK.  The level of RMMK has 

fallen from the highs set earlier in the year but it remains elevated.  As noted above, when 

RMMK rises sharply, equities tend to suffer.  We did see some evidence of that in 2018, but last 

year equities continued to trend higher despite the rise in RMMK.  Pandemic worries and a 

brewing financial crisis led to a sharp selloff in the S&P 500, but the market turned as 

policymakers moved quickly to support the economy.   

 

It is clear that the level of RMMK is high, but the difficulty is determining “how high.”  For that, 

analysts usually try to scale the data to make it comparable across periods.  A logical scale 

https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/asset-allocation-reports/asset-allocation-weekly/
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variable may be in comparing the level of RMMK to household financial assets.  The problem 

with that variable is that it is very sensitive to the level of equities; in other works, cash levels 

seem to rise coincident with a fall in equity values.  Most of the decline occurs due to the fall in 

equity values, not to cash accumulation.  The other problem with scaling is finding the answer to 

the question at hand.  What we want to know is if RMMK levels fall, will the funds go to stocks 

or elsewhere?  We assume that RMMK is the closest asset to equities of fixed income; in other 

words, demand or savings deposits probably represent the desire to hold cash, whereas RMMK is 

where liquidated financial assets go before they are placed elsewhere. 
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The chart on the left shows the asset allocation of the top 10% of households.  Note that about 

50% of this income group’s assets are in equities.  That is far larger than the middle income 

group (89% to 51%), which holds 25% in equities, and the bottom 50%, which has equity 

holdings of 10%.  The chart on the right shows that the RMMK holdings for the top 10% group 

rose from 15% to near 20% from 2018 to 2020, coinciding with the rise in RMMK shown in the 

first chart. 

 

These charts suggest that most of the RMMK accumulation occurred in an income group most 

inclined to buy equities.  Accordingly, the elevated level of RMMK should be supportive for 

equities.  At the same time, in 2008, RMMK held by the top 10% reached nearly 30%.  Thus, we 

may not see as large of a recovery as we saw during 2009-11.  Still, there does appear to be 

ample liquidity available for stocks, and given the low level of interest rates, flows should 

continue to be supportive for equities. 

  

 

 
 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative 

purposes only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation. The investment or strategy 

discussed may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment 

objectives and financial circumstances. Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 12/18/2020 close) 
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These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 12/18/2020 close) 
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Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 29.0x, up 0.5x from last week, as index values 

continue to rise. 

 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q1 and Q2) and two estimates (Q3 and Q4). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


